Week Eleven Summary:
As we wrap up this first half of our Biblical Womanhood study, we examine the
third major Battlefield of Depravity for women: We tend to set our direction
based on our Emotions and downplay the value of Truth. Once again, in an
area of great strength, we are also vulnerable to a misdirection that can send us
dangerously off course. Part of God’s beautifully intricate design for Humanity is
His building into women the capacity for powerful emotion. The feminine knack
for tenderness, compassion, and empathy certainly equips us well to Nurture
the Next Generation, physically and emotionally as well as spiritually. The
Apostle Paul, when describing his ministry to the Thessalonian church, chose
the image of a mother’s tender, self-sacrificial, relational focus on her small
child. Women have an exceptional ability to enter into the world of others,
identify with their experiences and reactions, and respond to them emotionally.
Unfortunately, this relational strength can sometimes cloud our judgment. We
can become so involved in the relational and emotional nuances of life (whether
our own, or others’) that we lose sight of a reality or truth that transcends those
experiences. In other words, we sometimes can’t see the forest for the trees.
Although we like to think we would never reject a life-saving surgery (for
ourselves or someone we love) out of a desire to avoid pain, for example, often
that is just what we do in less obvious cases when our emotions overcome the
truth in guiding us. Often the stakes are even greater than physical life or death,
but we fail to see the gravity of the situation. We can, with all good intentions,
destroy our lives—or as the Proverb warns, tear our houses down with our own
hands. It is vitally important that we recognize the danger of this pitfall.
The world’s advice to “trust your heart” is so often a formula for disaster.
However, the solution is not to eradicate emotion from our souls—as if we
could! Rather, we must commit ourselves to the priority of objective Truth.
Proverbs tells us that Wisdom must be pursued and sought after as a great
treasure. We must spare no trouble to conform our minds to the Truth of God’s
Word. For the next half of this study, we will be looking carefully at this Truth
and seeking to apply it to our daily living as women. At times, we will be called
upon to do things that seem painful for us. We may react emotionally against
what we hear. We may even be afraid to act in accordance with what we hear.
But if we are courageous and committed, God promises that His ways are far
better than ours and His Wisdom can be trusted.

